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To Members of the Forty-third Colorado General Assembly: 
Ml:MBllRI 
LT, GOV, ROBaRT L, KNOUI 
IEN. CHARLES E. BENNE TT 
IEN, JAMES IL OONNl!LLY 
ll!N, P'LOYD OLIVER 
ll!N, RANGER ROOl!RS 
ll!N, L, T, Sl(lfl'flNGTON 
SPEAKER ALlll!RT J. TOMSIC 
Rl!P. RUTH II. CLARI< 
REP, M. A. DOUGLASS 
REP. l!LMl!R A., JOHNSON 
llll!P. JOHN L, ICANI. 
flltP. C. P, LAMB 
llll!P. OUY POI: 
The Criminal Code Committee established by the 
Legislative Council under the directives of Senate Joint 
Resolution No. 14, 1961 regular session, presented the 
accompanying report on a central crime bureau to the Council 
at its meeting on November 30, 1961. This report was accepted 
at that time for transmission to the Second Regular Session 
of the General Assembly. 
The Governor has indicated that this subject 
will be placed before the members of the General Assembly 
in January, and the committee and the Legislative Council 
believe that the information contained in the report would 
prove helpful in any consideration of this subject. 
ectfully submitted, 
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December 4, 1961 
Senator James E. Donnelly, Chairman 
Colorado Legislative Council 
State Capitol 
Denver 2, Colorado 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 
Transmitted herewith is the report on state crime 
bureaus and police training programs prepared by the Legislative 
Council Criminal Code Committee as requested by the Legislative 
Council pursuant to House Resolution No. 7 (1961). This report 
covers background information and the various proposals which 
have been made regarding a state crime bureau and laboratory and 
a police academy. Also included is a summary of central crime 
bureaus and police training programs in other states. 
i 
Respectfully submitted, 
/s/ Senator Charles E. Bennett 
Chairman 
Criminal Code Committee 
FOREWORD 
This study was authorized by House Resolution No. 7, passed 
at the first session of the Forty-third General Assembly and was 
assigned to the Criminal Code Committee by the Legislative Council. 1 
House Resolution No. 7 (1961) directed the Legislative Council to 
study "the feasibility, cost, and possible location of a state bureau 
of criminal investigation and laboratory. 11 
The Criminal Code Committee is composed of the following 
legislators: Senator Charles E. Bennett, Denver, chairman; Senator 
Wilkie Ham, Lamar, vice chairman; Senator Edward J. Byrne, Denver; 
Senator Carl w. Fulghum, Glenwood Springs; Senator J. William Wells, 
Brighton; Senator Paul E. Wenke, Fort Collins; Senator Earl A. 
Wolvington, Sterling; Representative Roberts. Eberhardt, Denver; 
Representative Frank E. Evans, Pueblo; Representative Bert A. Gallegos, 
Denver; Representative Harry C. Johns, Hygiene; Representative John 
L. Kane, Northglenn; Representative Harold L. McCormick, Canon City; 
Representative Phillip Massari, Trinidad; and Representative Walter 
R. Stalker, Joes. 
This subject was considered sufficiently important by the 
Criminal Code Committee to warrant top priority among the many topics 
on the committee's study agenda. Although the resolution authorizing 
this study limited the subject matter to a central crime bureau and 
laboratory, the committee found it necessary to consider police 
training programs as well; the most recent proposals brought before 
the committee provide for a central crime bureau and police academy 
to be operated in conjunction with each other. 
While there are a number of questions still to be answered 
regarding a central crime bureau and a police training program, the 
Criminal Code Committee has submitted this report at this time to 
provide the General Assembly with background information on these 
two important subjects. 
December 4, 1961 
Lyle C. Kyle 
Director 
I. · The Criminal Code Committee was appointed by the Legislative 
Council pursuant to Senate Joint Resolution No. 14 (1961). 
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COMMITTEE FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Central Crime Bureau 
The creation of a central crime bureau and laboratory in 
Color ado has been advoc ated by a number of law enforcement officials 
and legislators during the past 10 years. Legislation to establish 
such a state central agency was introduced in five different sessions 
of the General Assembly, beginning in 1951; however, none of these 
measures passed in the house of origin. Th e most recent legislat i ve 
effort was the introduction of Hou s e Bil l 255 in the firs t session of 
the Forty-third General Assembly (1961). This bill was postponed 
indefinitely by the Hous e Rule s Committee , and the House passed House 
Resolution No. 7 , which directed the Legi s l ative Council to study "the 
feasibility, cost, and possible location of a s t ate bureau o f criminal 
investigation and laboratory." 
Until r ecent year s , laboratory and identifica t ion services 
have been provided on a limited basis to law enforcement of ficials 
throughou t the state by the Denver Police Department. But i ncrea sed 
workload coupled with equipment and personnel limitations have made it 
presently impossible for Denver to provide a ssistanc e t o any l aw 
enforcement officials outs ide of the Denver metropolitan area. The 
unavailability of technical assistance from Denver i s one r eason why 
there has been renewed interest in the creation of a centr a l agency. 
Recent law enforcement problems in Denver and the metropoli ta n area, 
increasing crime rates, and conflicts over jurisdiction and investi -
gative procedures between some district attorneys and sheriffs have 
all focused state-wide attention on law enforc ement and proposals f or 
improvement, especially the creation of a c entral crime bureau and 
laboratory. 
Arguments for a Centr al Crime Bureau 
1) A centra l crime bureau would be of great help to law 
enforcement officials throughout the state t hrough l aboratory analysis , 
identification and ot her t echnical assi stance , a nd field inves tigat ion 
assistance. 
2) With the exception of the Denver metropoli tan area . 
Pueblo, and Colorado Springs, l aw enforcement offic ials are generally 
untrained and lack the necessar y technical knowl edge for performing 
investigative functions. 
3) The creation of a c entra l crime bureau and l aboratory 
would strengthen local law enforcement efforts while preserving local 
jurisdict ion, and thus would eliminate the need fo r a state police 
force, the establishment of which has traditionally been opposed in 
Colorado. 
4) Centr al crime bureaus and laboratori es are operating 
successfully in at l ea st 39 states and have been well-accepted by law 
enforcement officials. 
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Ar guments Against a Central Crime Bureau 
1) The creation of a centra l crime bureau would result 
in an usurpation of local law enfo rcement control, regardless of safe-
guards which may be written into any proposed legislation. 
2) The creation and operation of such an agency would be 
expensive and many small communiti e s and counties would not be likely 
to avail themselves of the services offered if required to pay for them 
on a fee basis. 
3) Law enforcement of f icia ls i n many rural areas do not 
have the time , personnel, or fac ilities to keep the records and provide 
the reports which a central crime bureau would require. 
4) The red-tape which might be involved in obta ining the 
services of the proposed agency could hamp er and delay local law 
enforcement efforts rather than help t hem. 
Provisions of House Bill 255 (1961 ) 
Organization and Admini stration . A sta te bureau of 
criminal identification a nd laboratory would be established under the 
attorney general. The attorney general would appoint the director 
of the bureau, who would be und er c ivil service. The director would 
have the authority to appoint ot her employees, all of whom would also 
be under civil service. Subj ec t to the approva l of the attorney general, 
the director would have the authority to administ er the agency's pro-
gram, including the promulgation of rules and regulations. 
Functions of the Bureau . Th e bureau's f uncti ons would 
include: 
1) procurement and ma i nt enance of fil es covering 
photographs, outline pictures, descript ions, f ingerprints, measurements, 
statistics, and related data; 
2) establishment and maint enance of laboratory facilities; 
3) establis hment of a po lice sciences t r a ining program 
for all law enforcement officer s in the state; 
4) provis ion of information contained i n the files to 
any local, state, or fed eral law enforcement agency and to prosecuting 
attorneys, courts of record, parole and proba t ion depart ments, and 
coroners' or medical examiners' offices; and 
5) provis i on of a s s istance upon written request to local 
law enforcement agencies and pros ecuting a t t orneys in investigating 
crimes, including the identification, apprehension~ and prosecution of 
offenders. 
Duties of Loca l Pea ce Officers. Local l aw enforcement 
officials and the chief of the Colorado Sta t e Patrol would be required 
to transmit to the bureau all records, statistics. f i ngerprints, 
photographs, outline picutes , a nd other da t a. Repor t s to the bureau 
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would be at such times and on such forms as prescribed by the director 
in compliance with the rules and procedures of uniform crime reporting. 
The wardens of the state correctional institutions would also be 
required to furnish information on all persons received for co nf inement, 
di scharged, or released on parole. 
Local Investigations. No bureau employee would as sist in 
a local investigation unless such assistance was requested in wri t ing 
by a sheriff, police chief, or prosecuting attorney. The director and 
and other bureau employees would have peace officers' powers only when 
requested to perform police functions, and local law enforcement 
officials who request bureau as s istance would have the authority to 
deputize bureau employees for the period during which t heir assista nce 
is required. Bureau employees, however, would be prohibited from 
superseding or usurping the powers of local law enforcement off icers 
and prosecuting attorneys. 
Reaction to House Bill 255 (1961) 
The result of a survey of peace offi cers throughout t he 
state made during the first three months of 1961 indi cated strong support 
for House Bill 255. This survey was made by t he stat e Cr ime Labora tory 
Committee, an informal group of l aw enf orcement off i cia l s ond interested 
citizens, and replies were received from 89 law enfor cement officia ls, 
85 of whom favored House Bill 255. These result s do not necessari l y 
indicate that all local law enforcement officials in t he s tate are 
strongly in favor of the proposal, because only one-half of the sheriff s 
and slightly more than one-fourth of the municipal police offic i als 
responded. It should be not ed, however, that responses were received 
from all areas of the state and from many law enforcement officials in 
both small and medium-size municipalities and counties . 
One of t he po l ice chiefs who answar ed the survey question-
naire expressed the f ear that a central crime bureau might usurp local 
law enforcement, and so, he opposed the measure . Another pol ice chief 
f avored House Bill 255 but stressed the need to have local approval 
before state investigators undertook field work. The sheriffs of 
Larimer and Mesa counties supported t he bill but were concerned over 
giving the attorney general too much authority. As an alternative 
they suggested that local law enforcement officials be given a voice 
in select ing the bureau's director. There was some differenc e of 
opinion over the functions of the proposed bureau, wi t h s ome support 
for limiting the bureau to identification and laboratory s ervices, 
although one police chief stated that identification services were not 
needed, because the F.B.I. already provides adequate information. A 
Another police chief from a small city saw the centr al bureau a s a 
great service to small communities, if they were not required to support 
it on a fee basis. 
County Sheriffs. At t he October 6, 1961, meeting of the 
County Sheriffs' Association, the provisions of House Bill 255 were 
discussed along with central crime bureaus genera lly. The sher iffs 
were generally in favor of a central agency to serve as a clearing house 
on information and to perform laboratory tests . There was cons iderable 
opposition to the provision for field investigation services, even 
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though such services woul d be f, r ~vided only upon reque.t of a sheriff, 
police chi ef, or district a t t orn~y. As alternatives, they suggest ed 
e i ther de l eting the provi sions p·:rtaining to field investigations, or 
giving t he sheriff s s o l e authority to request such assistance. 
Governor's Support. I n connection with his recommendation 
that a state pol ice academy be established to provide training for all 
law enforcement officer s wi t hin the state, Governor McNichols has 
advocated the crea tion of a central crime bureau and laboratory. It 
was hi s opinion that t he crime bureau and laboratory should be located 
withi n t he police academy and associated with it, and he recommended 
t ha t bot h these f unctions be placed directly under the governor 's 
supervision. 
Cos t of Establi s hing and Operating a Central Crime Bureau 
Capi t al Outlay. It is practically impossible to estimate 
t he costs for land and buildjng construction, as no decision has been 
made as to where the c r i me bureau is to be located, whether a new 
fa cility is needed or an existing facility can be remodeled, or whether 
the crime bureau wi l l be housed within a state police academy. An 
estimate can be made, however. of initial capital outlay for equipm~nt . 
J udging from ~xper i ence i n other states, it would cost approximately 
$20,00 0 to equ i p a c r ime laboratory adequatel½ including office and 
f i e ld equipment. Other office and f i eld equ i pment, including two 
automobi l es , a po l ygraph, and two - way radio equipment, would cost 
approximately an additi onal $20,000. In other words, it would require 
an initial capit a l outlay of at least $40,000, exclusive of the cost of 
l and or building construction, to equip a central crime bureau and 
l aboratory. 
Opera ting Costs. The median annual per capita cost of 
operating a centra l c rime bureau and laboratory in other states is 
$.051. On t hi s basi s , i t would cost approximate_y ~90,000 annually in 
Colorado. I t should be r emembered, however, t hat thi5 per capita cost 
fig ure include s s tates which have crime bureau as a ~tate police adjunct 
(cost is usua lly lower ) and t hose which perform extensive i nvestiga t ion 
services i n connection with the central bureau's operation ( cost is 
usually higher). 
It is d i ff i cult to estimate operating costs accurately 
wi thout a clear understanding of the crime bureau's functions and the 
number of people required to staff it adequately. As an example, 
Oregon (with approximate l y the sam•' population as Colorado) has five 
staff members. Th e annua l per capita cost in Oregon is only $.025, 
because t he Oregon bureau i s operated as a division of the state po l i ce , 
and f ield i nvest i ga tions and related cleri cal work are performed by 
other state po l ice per sonnel . Consequently, the bureau in Colorado 
as proposed in !louse Bill 255 might also require one or two c l erk - typi s t s 
and at least one or t wo field i nvestigators. Wi thout the inclus ion of 
field investigation it might be possibl e to have a staff very simil a r 
in size to Oregon' s , wit h the addi t i on of one or two clerk-typists. 
The cost reduc tion result ing from a saving of field investigators' 
salaries, travel, and equipment might bring the annual budget down to 
appr oximat ely $60,000. 
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Po l ice Trai ning Programs 
Very c l osel y r elat ed to the est abli:,hm mt of d central 
crime bureau and l aboratory are pr oposa l s f or a :. t a t e police academy, 
whi ch would provide pre -service dnd in - se:·v ice t r ._, i.ning for all law 
enf orcement offic ers wi thin the s t a t e . In t he past, efforts at improv -
i ng law enforcement i n the s tate have been d irec t ~d prima~ily at the 
creation of a c entral c rime bureau; po l i c a t r ai ni ng ~a s c?ns i der ed 
i mportant but secondary. At t he pr esent time, ho~ever, rolice training 
has been considered by many t o be the for emos t n~ed and t o be of a t 
l east equal import ance by other s. 1h·, r ecent Denver polic~ sca n~al and 
metropol i t a n area law enfo r cement probl ,·ms have Cdused dt t ention to be 
focused on t he adequa cy of tra i ning rcL 0 ived ~y l~w enf or cement officer s 
and has led to i ncrea s ed emphasi s being p l a c-·d on d ·1:quate training as 
a means of i mproving law enf or cement thr ughout thn state. 
Law Enforcement Tr a i ni ng Now Provided in Color ado 
Pre s ent t ra i ning ~r ograms f or l aw enforcement officials 
i n Colo rado a r e limi t ed t o: lJ pre-ser vice 1nd in-service training 
program of the Co l or ado State Pa t r ol; 2) Denver police depdrtment's 
pr e-s ervic e t r a i ni ng pr ogram for r ecru i ts; 3) pre-service pol i ce 
t r aining programs in Color ado Spr ings , and Pueblo; 4) the annual two -
week crime i nst i tut e i n Boul der f or a l l law enforcAment of f icial s ; 
5) occas i onal three and four -day short courses conducted in various 
areas of the sta t e unde r the auspices of the Feder al Bureau of I nvest i -
gation ; and 6 ) occa s i ona l short cours es of specific ins t ruction 
conducted by law enf orcement offi cia l s who are state certified vocati onal 
instruc t ors . 
Proposals f or I ncr ea sed Tra i ning for Colorado Law Enforcement Officer s 
There hav e been four recent proposal~ for providi ng 
increas ed t raining f or Colorado law enforcement off icers : Governor 
McNi cho l s ha s proposed a sta t e polic e acadPmy to be used by t he state 
patrol and local law enforc ement of f icer s ; J ohn P . K~nney, poli ce 
expert hired by t he Denv er city council to study th~ DPnver pol i ce 
depart ment , ha s r ecommended a Denver poli ce acad••my, which would be 
ava i l able t o other law enf orcement offi cers; the Co]o;ad State Patrol 
ha s p l ans for a new pa t r o l a cademy faci l ity, whic h ~ould also be 
available , a t lea s t on a lirni ted ba s i s. t o local la, •nf ·rce·1·ent 
offici als; and House Bi ll 255 ( 1961 ) authoriz,·d the dire-:;+ ... ~f the 
c r ime bureau t o establis h a t r a i ni ng progr1m for all law enforcement 
offic~rs in the stat e . 
Compari son . Three of t he four proposals for increas i ng 
t r a i n~~g facil i ti es and opportuni ti e s for th~ state's law enforcement 
off i' er s plac e the r e spons i bi l i t y for the estdQlishment of th,· f acili t y 
a7d pr ogram deve lopment and opera tion wi th the sta t·. The fourth 
p~opo~al wo~l d pla ce thi s r e spons i bility with t he City and County of 
D?nve~. Although t hr ee of the proposa!s g'.V•· training responsibili t y 
and a ut hori t y t o t he state, t here the s i mi l arity ends. Governor 
~cNic,o l s r ecommends t ha t t he proposed academy be p l aced direct l y under 
1,i s oc fi ce. The sta te patrol wou l d operate t he academy which 1t pr oposes . 
House Bi ll ?55 ( 1961 ) , authori z es the director of t he pr oposed cr ime 
burea~ to develop a t r a ini ng program. 
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Governor McNichols' proposed program would providing train-
ing for all law enforcement officials i n the state, the state patrol 
included, indicating that t he primary emphasis would not be on motor 
vehicle laws and their enforcement, as would be the case with t he 
academy proposed by the state patrol. The broad provision applying 
to training in House Bill 255 g ives no indication of program emphasi s , 
but a cri me bureau director mi ght be more i nclined to str ess course 
work in i nvestigative and identifica t ion techniques. 
Operation of a state crime laboratory and identificat ion 
bureau is contained i n two of the proposa l s, but with different emphasis. 
The governor recommends that the bureau be located at the academy a nd 
be a part of it . House Bill 255 implies that the training program would 
be housed at t he crime bureau and wou l d be one of i ts many enumerated 
funct ions . The report of the State Patrol Planning Committee makes 
no mention of a central crime laboratory and identification bureau, 
other than to state that further study is being given to this subject 
and its ultimate conclusion in long term plans. 
Under the proposal for a Denver police academy, training 
and faci l ities would be made available to other law enforcement 
officia l s as program expansion would allow, with first priority given 
to law officers in the metropolitan area. 
The Denver crime laboratory and identification bureau is 
not mentioned in this proposal, so it may be assumed that it would 
continu e to operate as at present. 
Relationship Between Training and Crime Bureau. It appears 
to be logical, as fa r as location is concerned, to house a crime bureau 
on t he same site as a t raining fac i lity or academy. The development 
of an effective interrelationship between the two, however, would 
depend on many factors. Highly skilled chemists and other specia lists 
a r e need ed for ef fective laboratory and identification bureau opera tion . 
There is some question as to whether bureau personnel under normal 
circumstances would be able to provide much instruction without hampering 
bureau opera t i ons. Further, it would be difficult to teach laboratory 
and t ec hn i ca l skills in any depth during a short course, although i t 
would be desirab l e to acquaint local l aw enforcement officers with 
these processes through a broad survey approach. 
Because of these considerations, it might prove more 
desirabl e to oper ate the crime bureau and the training pr ogram as 
i ndependent entities, even though located in the same place and under 
the same state official, such as t he governor or attorney genera l . It 
also might no t prove practical to subordinate training functions to 
cri me bureau operation by making training the responsibility of the 
crime bureau director, unl ess there is a specific statutor y provision 
f or a separate tra i ni ng division. 
The pract ice in other states generally confirms these 
observations. In those states where both the bureaus and training 
progr ams are under the auspices of the state police, these functions 
are separate. A notable example is Pennsylvania which recently 
establi shed a new police academy. In those states where training is a 
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responsibility of the crime bureau, there may be a separate training 
section as in Ohio, or contractual agreements may be made with 
universities or other agencies to provide training as in Florida. 
Vocational and Academic Training. In any discussion of 
law enforcement training programs, the distinction should be made 
between vocational and academic training, although there is an area 
of overlapping between the two. Most of the instruction provided in 
pre-service and in-service training courses is vocational in nature, 
with emphasis on the practical aspects of police functions. These 
courses are designed to provide the recruit with a background which 
will be useful on the job and enable the more experienced officer to 
improve his performance. 
Academic police administration and science training is 
usually thought of as being provided through a four-year college course. 
Courses in police science administration, and related subjects (such 
as probation and parole, corrections, and criminal law) are taken in 
addition to the regular academic requirements for graduation. While 
actual field work is usually included in the curricula, there is 
considerable emphasis on theory. Often it is also possible to take 
graduate work leading to an advanced degree. 
In a well-balanced police academy program , there is 
usually some emphasis placed on academic training, particularly 
in in-service and command officer courses. In many states, 
arrangements are made with universities and college s to provide 
instructors for in-service training course s with emphasi s on 
theory, history, administrative techniques, and the sociological 
and psychological aspects of crime and crime control. Some 
universities and the F.B.I. National Academy offer special courses 
of stx months to one year in duration; law enforcement agencies 
often send one or more selected officers to attend these classes. 
Upon completion of these courses, these officers may ei t her be 
advanced t o more technical or skilled positions, or they may 
serve as instructors in the local police academy training program. 
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Commi ttee Recommendations 
Governor McNichols has indicated to the Criminal Code 
Committee that the establi shment of a central crime bureau and a 
police academy will be included in the list of subjects he will 
submit to t he Forty-third General ~ssembly for its considera tion 
during the 1962 session. The committee agrees whole-heartedly 
with the governor's dec i sion and would recommend that he i nclude 
these subjects i n his message, i f he did not intend t o do so. 
The Criminal Code Committee is of the opinion that both a central 
crime bureau and a pol i ce training program are urgently needed in 
Colorado . as demonstrated by recent events in Denver and the 
metropolitan area and the difficulties some local law enforcement 
offic i als have had i n the apprehension of offenders, as indica t ed 
by the number of unsolved crimes reported t o the committee i n 
response to 3n inquiry sent to law enforcement offic i als i n various 
parts of the s tate. 
Fven though the committee strongly supports consideration 
of these subj ects i n t he forthcoming session of t he Gener~l Assembly, 
it is unable at t h i s time to make any specific recommendations for 
the establishment and operation of a central crime bureau and a 
police training program. The various proposals whJch have bee n 
made should be considered in relation to one another and the 
state's needs . Opposing views should be reconciled , in so far 
as possible, so that a cr i me bureau and police training program 
can be adopted, which wi ll improve law enf orcement within the 
state t o the greatest extent possible and in the most expedit i ous 
way . 
Ther e are a number of important questions which must be 
answered before an i nformed decision can be made by the Genera l 
Assembly on the best me t hod of establishing and operating a central 
crime bureau and a po lice traini ng progr am . 
1 ) Who should be responsible? Should the ma j or 
responsibility for bot h these programs be placed with the governor, 
a ttorney genera l, stat e patrol, another departmen t, or a new 
and independent agency? (It may be difficult to answer t hi s 
question until a decision is made regarding the relationship 
between the crimr bureau and the police training program.) 
2) What shou l d be the relationship between the crime 
bureau and the training program? Should these programs be 
combi ned or separated? If separated, should they be operated 
as d i stinct divisions of the same agency or office or should 
responsibility be vested in separate agencies or of f icPs7 Whether 
combined or separ~ted, should these programs be located in the 
same pl ace? To what extent should bureau staff members ilso serve 
in a t eaching capac i ty? (The answers to these questions would 
help to provide a basis for answering the follow i ng question.) 
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3) Where should the crime bur ,·1u and the ol ice academ 
be located a nd how large a fac ility is needed . In a,tdi tion to a 
decision regard ing the re l ationship betwee n the crime bureau and 
the training program and the admi ni stra t ion of both, additional 
information is needed for decis ions r egarding t he scope of both 
programs and prospective use of the tra in ing f ac ility,) 
4) What should b i the funct ions of t he cen t ial cr ime 
bureau? Should these functions be limited to identif :(d+1on and 
laboratory ass i stance, or should f ield invest igation assistance 
also be provided? If field i nvest igation ass i stance is provided , to 
what extent and under what circumstances? 
5) Wha t should be t he scope of the police train i ng 
program and where should the primary emphasis be placed? Should 
the prime empha sis be pl aced on the s t -:i te patrol tra i : 1 ing program, 
with classe s for local l aw enforcement off:c i als included to the 
extent possib l e without confl ic t wi th the pa t rol ' s progr,m? Should 
the patrol and local law enforcement ag~ncies share in t he faci lity 
equally, or should the patr ol hav e a separate facility of its 
own? What will be the ef f ect upon t he training program if Denver 
esta blis hes i ts own facility and offers its use to other juris-
dic tions? Wha t will be the effec t of the program if Denver fo rgoes 
a s eparate facil ity and wishes to be included? Should the primary 
emphasis be placed on pre-scrv:ce traini1 g or should pre-service 
and i n-service traini~g nee~s be consideyed equally? What connec t i on, 
if any, should there be be ·ween t he University of Colorado, the 
University of Denver, a nd the proposed tr3ining facility? 
6 ) To what extent would local law enforcement off i cials 
use the training fa c ility? (The a nswer t o- this question would 
require a survey of all of the local law enforcement ~gPncies in 
the state t o f i nd out what their t rainin~ needs are. th• amount of 
annual personnel turnover, 1nd their intentions to use the tra i ni ng 
facility. The extent to whi ch local law enforcement agencies may 
use both the training f acility and the centra l crime bureau may 
depend on the answer t o the f ollowing question. ) 
7) How should operat i on of the central crime bureau and 
training program be f inanc ed? Should all opPrat i ng c osts be 
financed through a gener al f und appropria tion? If not , wna t 
proportion should be so f inanced? If a l l operating costs are not 
financed through a genera l fund appropri~tion, to wh~t extent and 
on what basi s s hould local law enforce~ent agencies be requi r ed 
to pay for services provided by the cr ime bureau and for police 
training progr ams? 
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CENTRAL CRIME BUREAU AND LABORATORY 
The creation of a central crime bureau and laboratory in 
Colorado has been advocated by a number of law enforcement officials 
and legislators during the past 10 years. Legislation to establish 
such a state central agency was introduced in five different sessions 
of the General Assembly, beginning in 1951; however, none of these 
measures passed in the house of origin. The most recent legislative 
effort was the introduction of House Bill 255 in the first session of 
the Forty-third General Assembly· (1961).1 This bill was postponed 
indefinitely by the House Rules Committee, and the House passed House 
Resolution No. 7, which directed the Legislative Council to study 
"the feasibility, cost, and possible location of a state bureau of 
criminal investigation and laboratory." 
Arguments For A Central Crime Bureau 
Proponents of a central crime bureau a~gue that such an 
agency would be of great help to law enforcement officials throughout 
the state through laboratory analysis, identification and other 
technical assistance, and field investigation assistance. It is 
pointed out that with the exception of the Denver metropolitan area, 
Pueblo, and Colorado Springs, law enforcement officials are generally 
untrained and lack the technical knowledge for complex investigations; 
in some areas of the state, this lack applies to routine investigations 
as well. Salaries in most cities, towns and sheriffs' offices are 
too low to attract and ret~in trained law enforcement officers. 2 
The sheriff, himself, is paid from the fees of his office and these 
are insufficient in most counties to provide an adequate standard of 
living •. Many small municipalities have a one-man police force, and 
in many small counties, the sheriff-operates a one-man office. 
Many states have police or investigative officers with 
state-wide jurisdiction. In Colorado, the jurisdiction of the state 
patrol is limited to traffic violations occuring outside of the 
boundaries of incorporated cities and towns. Traditionally, the 
creation of a state police agency with broad state-wide jurisdiction 
has been opposed in Colorado, and local control of law enforcement 
has been strongly preferred. A central crime bureau and laboratory 
has been advocated as a means of avoiding the need for a state police 
force, through the strenghtening of local law enforcement efforts while 
preserving local jurisdiction. 
1. See Appendix A for the complete text of H.B. 255. 
2. Exclusive of the Denver metropolitan area, Colorado Springs, and 
Pueblo, the average salary for a police officer in 1960 was $312 
per month in cities over 2,000 population and $227 in towns under 
2,000 population. Source: Wages, Salaries and Fringe Benefits 
in Colorado Cities and Towns, 1960, Colorado Municipal League, 
Boulder. 
Arguments Against A Central Crime Bureau 
Opponents of a central crime bureau are afraid ttat the 
creation of such an agency would result in an usurpation of local law 
enforcement control, regardless of the safeguards which may be written 
into any proposed legislation. They are concerned over the possible 
expense of such an agency and the methods by which the cost might be 
underwritten, i.e., possibly by local law enforcement agencies. 
Further there is the feeling that the red-tape which might be involved 
in obtaining the services of the proposed agency could hamper local 
law enforcement efforts rather than help them. Because of a lack of 
time and personnel, law enforcement officials in some small counties 
and municipalities object to the reports which they might be required 
to make to a central agenc½ and yet they recognize that it would be 
difficult for a central crime bureau to operate efficiently without 
such a requirement. 
Present Interest in a Central Agency 
Until recent years, laboratory and identification assistance 
has been provided to law enforcement officials throughout the state 
by the Denver Police Department. But increased workload coupled with 
equipment and personnel limitations have made it presently impossible 
for the City and County of Denver to provide assistance to any law 
enforcement officials outside of the Denver metropolitan area. The 
unavailability of technical assistance from Denver, although provided 
only on a limited basis to law enforcement officials in outlying areas 
in the past, is one reason why there has been renewed interest in the 
creation of a central agency. Recent law enforcement problems in the 
Denver metropolitan area, increasing crime rates, and conflicts over 
jurisdiction and investigative procedures between some district 
attorneys and sheriffs have all focused state-wide attention on law 
enforcement and proposals for improvement, especially the creation of 
a central crime bureau and laboratory. 
Provisions of House Bill 255 (1961) 
An analysis of House Bill 255 (1961) will show the general 
approach to the creat~on of a central crime bureau, which has been 
advocated since 1951. Under the provisions of this proposed legisla-
tion, a state bureau of criminal identification and laboratory would 
be established under the control of the attorney general. The 
director of the bureau would be appointed by the attorney general 
subject to the constitutional and statutory provisions pertaining to 
civil service and accompanying rules and regulations. The director 
would have the responsibility for appointing the deputy director and 
all other employees, all of whom would also be under civil service. 
Subject to the written approval of the attorney general, 
the director would have the authority to prescribe the rules and 
regulations (consistent with law) for the administration of the bureau; 
3. All of the proposed bills introduced since 1951 have been similar 
in their provisions. 
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the performance of all functions; and the custody, use, and preserva-
tion of all records and documents and related material. He would also 
be responsible for the inception of such scientific studies, record 
systems, training and laboratory facilities as may be deemed necessary. 
Functions of Bureau. The bureau's functions would include: 
1) procurement and maintenance of files covering photographs, 
outline pictures, descriptions, fingerprints, measurements, statistics, 
and related data; 
2) establishment and maintenance of laboratory facilities; 
3) establishment of a police sciences training program for 
all law enforcement officers in the state of Colorado; 
4) provision of information contained in files to any local, 
state, or federal law enforcement agency and to prosecuting attorneys, 
courts of record, parole and probation departments, and coroners' or 
medical examiners' offices; and 
5) provision of assistance to local law enforcement agencies 
and prosecuting attorneys upon written request in investigating 
crimes, including the identification, apprehension. and prosecution 
of offenders. 
Local law enforcement officials and the chief of the 
Colorado State Patrol would be required to transmit to the bureau all 
records, statistics, fingerprints, photographs, outline pictures, and 
other data. The reports to the bureau would be made at such times 
as designated by the director and in such form as would comply with 
the rules and procedures of uniform crime reporting. The wardens 
of the state correctional institutions would also be required to 
furnish the bureau with photographs, descriptions, and fingerprints 
of all persons received for confinement and of all persons discharged 
or released on parole. 
Local Investigations. · No employee of the bureau could 
assist in a local investigation unless such assistance was requested 
in writing by a sheriff, police chief, or prosecuting attorney. The 
director and employees of the bureau would have the powers of peace 
officers only when required to perform police functions within a 
county, municipality, or judicial district. The local law enforcement 
official making the written request for bureau assistance would have 
the authority to deputize the employees of the bureau working with 
him for as long as necessary for them to perform their duties, but 
such employees of the bureau would be prohibi~ed from usurping or 
superseding the powers of local law enforcement officers and prosecuting 
attorneys. 
The bureau would have the authority to 'accept and file 
names, fingerprints, photographs, and other personal identification 
information submitted voluntarily by individuals or parents on behalf 
of their children. This information would not be used for any purpose 
other than personal identification except by court order. Only 
employees of the bureau and persons specifically authorized by the 
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director would have access to the files and records of the bureau, 
and no information contained in the files would be disclosed except 
to those officials enumerated unless such disclosure was deemed 
necessary by the director in the interest of national security or the 
safety of the state's residents. 
Reactions to House Bill 255 (1961) 
During the first three months of 1961, the State Crime 
Laboratory Committee, an informal committee composed of law enforce-
ment officials and interested citizens, sent a questionnaire to law 
enforcement agencies throughout the state. A copy of House Bill 255 
was attached to the questionnaire, and the questions were directed 
specifically to provisions of the bill. Following are the questions 
asked and a tabulation of the replies: 
1) In your opinion, does the state need a 
bureau as prescribed in this bill? 
2) If this bill is passed, will you use 
this facility to aid you in your work? 
3) Do you feel that in order to comply 
with the requirements set forth in 
this bill, that it would work a 
hardship on your agency? 
4) Will you contact your legislator and 
make your views known? 
5) Does the general concept of this bill 
meet with your approval? 
I 
Yes 85 No 4 
Yes 87 No 2 
Yes 8 No 77 
Yes 85 No 3 
Yes 85 No 4 
Analysis of the returned questionnaires shows that replies 
were received from 32 county sheriffs and 57 municipal police officials. 
The responses show overwhelming support for a central crime bureau 
as provided in House Bill 255. These results,however, do not indicate 
necessarily that all local law enforcement officials in the state are 
strongly in favor of the proposal, because only one-half of the county 
sheriffs and slightly more than one-fourth of the municipal police 
officials submitted returns. 
It should be noted, however, that these questionnaires 
were returned from all areas of the state and were submitted by many 
law enforcement officials in both small and medium-size municipalities 
and counties. Typical of the comments made by some of these officials 
were the remarks made by the Gunnison chief of police. "I can think 
of nothing we small police departments need as much as this laboratory 
and Identification Bureau Lsi.£1 It is common knowledge that we are 
unable to maintain and staff this type of laboratory. Although we 
have at times a great need for these facilities." The Florence police 
chief commented~ "I feel that an identification bureau is fast becoming 
a necessity in criminal investigation, due to the increase in crime in 
recent years. And also because of the limited facilities and equipment 
in small departments such as we have here." 
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Similar remarks were made by the sheriffs of Chaffee, Las 
Animas, Morgan, Pueblo, San Miguel, and Yuma counties and by police 
officials in Canon City, Dillon, Dove Creek, Empire, Estes Park, Fowler, 
Hot Sulphur Springs, Kremmling, La Jara, Leadville, Longmont, Mancos, 
and Nucla. 
The fear that a central crime bureau might ursurp local law 
enforcement was expressed by the Glenwood Springs police chief, who 
opposed the measure. The chief of police in Boulder indicated 
support of House Bill 255, but stressed the importance of having 
state investigators sent to a local area only at the exQress written 
request of a local law enforcement official. The sheriff of Kit 
Carson County, on the other hand, felt that the need for a written 
request might cause undue delay when investigative help was needed 
immediately. 
The sheriffs of Larimer and Mesa counties supported the 
proposed legislation, but expressed concern over placing too much 
authority in the hands of the attorney general through the appointment 
power granted him by House Bill 255. As an alternative they suggested 
that local law enforcement officials have a voice in selecting the 
bureau's director. 
There was some further difference of opinion over the 
functions of the proposed bureau. The chief of police in Grand Junction 
stated that the bureau should be limited to laboratory and identification 
functions, but not because he feared that state investigative authority 
would usurp local law enforcement control despite local objections. 
On the contrary, he felt that the availability of state investigators 
would cause many communities to hire law officers who were actually 
watchmen, so that they would depend entirely on the state for 
investigative work. The police chief in Pueblo stated that all of the 
proposed functions we~e desirable with the exception of a central 
identification bureau. He felt that central identification files were 
not needed, because the F.B.I. can provide complete fingerprint 
records. The Brush chief of police saw the central bureau as a great 
service to small communities, if they were not required to support it 
on a fee basis. 
Count Sheriffs' Attitude Toward House Bill 255. Nearly 
one-half of the county sheriffs as indicated above did not return 
the questionnaire on House Bill 255. At the October 6, 1961,meeting 
of the County Sheriffs' Association, the provisions of House Bill 255 
(1961) were discussed, along with central crime bureaus generally.4 
Generally, the sheriffs were in favor of a central agency to serve 
as a clearing house on information and to perform laboratory tests. 
There was considerable opposition to the provisions of the bill which 
4. At the direction of the Criminal Code Committee and at the request 
of County Sheriffs' Association, a Legislative Council staff member 
attended the October 6 meeting to find out how the sheriffs felt 
about a central crime bureau generally and House Bill 255 
specifically. 
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would authorize the crime bureau employees to assist in field 
investigations, even though the proposed legislation provided that 
such assistance would be given only if requested by a sheriff, police 
chief, or district attorney.5 There were two reasons why the sheriffs 
opposed the field investigation assistance provisions: 1) Despite 
the restrictions contained in House Bill 255, some sheriffs felt that 
inroads might be made on their authority, with the consequence that 
their functions might be reduced to process serving. 2) Because of 
the conflicts between some sheriffs and district attorneys, it was 
felt that state crime bureau personnel could be called in by a 
prosecuting attorney and used to undermine the sheriff's operation and 
authority. 
Two possible alternatives were suggested by the sheriffs 
to the provisions of House Bill 255 pertaining to field investigations: 
1) either delete these provisions entirely from the bill; or 2) give 
the sheriffs the sole authority to request field assistance from the 
central crime bureau. 
Some of the sheriffs were also concerned with two other 
provisions of House Bill 255. It was felt by some that the section of 
the proposed measure relating to the establishment of a training pro-
gram was too vague, and they preferred additional language, which would 
spell out clearly the content of such training, eligibility, how the 
training wag to be financed, and whether it would be mandatory or 
permissive. Some sheriffs from very small counties were concerned 
with the mandatory requirements that certain reports be made to the 
central crime bureau. They said that they had neither the time, 
personnel, or local resources to provide this information. Other 
sheriffs, however, commented that the central agency could not be 
effective unless it received the information required in the bill. 
Governor's Support for a Central Crime Bureau. In 
connection with his recommendation that a state police academy be 
established to provide training for all law enforcement officers within 
the state, Governor Stephen L. R. McNichols has advocated the creation 
of a central crime bureau and laboratory.? It was his opinion that 
the crime bureau and laboratory should be located within the police 
academy and be associated with it.8 Rather than have the crime bureau 
and the police training program under the authority of the attorney 
5. This opposition to field investigation functions was also reported 
to the criminal code committee by Sheriff Ray Scheerer, Larimer 
County and a member of the criminal code advisory committee, at 
the committee's October 27, 1961,meeting. 
6. "The bureau shall establish an adequate training program in the 
police sciences for all law enforcement officers within the state 
of Colorado." House Bill 255 (1961), Section 8 (3). 
7. Legislative Council Criminal Code Committee, Minutes, Meeting 
of October 27, 1961, 
8. ·Police training programs and the relationship with central crime 
laboratories are covered in a later section of this report. 
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general, the governor has recommended that both these functions be 
placed directly under his supervision, because the major responsibility 
for law enforcement lies with the chief executive of the state. He 
indicated his opposition to usurpation of local law enforcement 
authority by stating that local communities should not have to tolerate 
unwarranted interference.9 
Cost of Establishing and Operating a Central Crime Bureau 
Capital Outlay. It is practically impossible to estimate 
the costs for land and building construction, as no decision has been 
made as to where the crime bureau is to be located, whether a new 
facility is needed or an existing facility can be remodeled, or whether 
the crime bureau will be housed within a state police academy. An 
estimate can be·made, however, of initial capital outlay for equipment. 
It would cost approximately $20,000 to equip a crime laboratory 
adequately, including office and field equipment.10 Other office and 
field equipment, including two automobiles, a polygraph, and two-way 
radio equipment,would cost approximately an additional $20,000. 1 1 
In other words, it would require an· initial capital outlay of at least 
$40,000, exclusive of the cost of land or building construction, to 
equip a central crime bureau and laboratory. 
Operating Costs. The median annual per capita cost of 
operating a central crime bureau and laboratory in other states is 
$.051,12 On this basis, it would cost approximately $90,000 annually 
in Colorado. It should be remembered, however, that this per capita 
cost figure includes states which have a crime bureau as a state police 
adjunct (cost is usually lower) and those which perform extensive 
investigation services in connection with the central bureau's 
operation (cost is usually higher). 
I 
It is difficult to estimate operating costs accurately 
without a clear understanding of the crime bureau's functions and the 
number of people required to staff it adequately. As an example, 
Oregon (with approximately the same population as Colorado) has five 
staff members as follows:13 1) director, who is also a qualified 
chemist; 2) assistant director, qualified in ballistics, examination 
of tool marks, paints,and other materials and who is also a 
qualified photographer; 3) two technicians, both qualified chemists, 
for laboratory duties such as the identification of drugs, poisons, 
narcotics, and determination of blood alcohol; 4) one medical 
stenographer who prepares, indexes and files reports and other 
9. Criminal Code Committee, Minutes of October 27, 1961, .QQ.cit. 
10. Based on cost estimates for a proposed Nevada Crime Bureau and 
Laboratory contained in•~ Study of the Feasibility of Establishing 
a Nevada Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation," 
Bulletin No. 40, Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau, December, 
1959, pp. 61-63. 
11. Ibid. 
12 •. Median -- one-half the states with a higher annual per capita and 
one half with lower. 
13. Letter from Deputy Superintendent, Oregon Crime Detection Laboratory 
and Bureau of Criminal Investigation, dated September 6, 1961. 
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related office duties. The annual per capita cost in Oregon is only 
$.025, because the Oregon bureau is operated as a division of the state 
police, and field investigations and related clerical work are 
performed by other state police personnel. Consequently,the bureau 
in Colorado as proposed in House Bill 255 might also require one or 
two clerk-typists and at least one or two field investigators. With-
out the inclusion of field investigation it might be possible to 
have a staff very similar in size to Oregon•~ with the addition of one 
or two clerk-typists. The cost reduction resulting from a saving 
in field investigators' salaries, travel, and equipment might bring 
the annual budget down to approximately $60,000. 
Central Crime Bureaus and Laboratories in Other States 
The information contained in this section was compiled from 
questionnaires sent to other states by the Legislative Council staff, 
at the request of the Criminal Code Committee. Replies were received 
from 47 states. From this inforrration, it appears that 39 states now 
have a state-operated crime bureau of one kind or another. Washington 
had a state crime bureau until June 30, 1961, but the state legislature 
failed to appronriate any money for its continued operation, and the 
the bureau ceased to function on July 1, 1961. Arizona, Delaware, 
Virginia, Washington, and Wyoming stated that they did not have such 
agencies, and from the information available, it appears that Nevada 
and New Hampshire are attempting to establish crime bureaus. 
Names of Crime Bureaus 
As might be expected, the various state crime bureaus have 
a multitude of names and titles. Most of the names are indicative of 
the function and purpose which they serve. The following will 









Department of Toxicology and Criminal Investigation 
Bureau of Identification 
Division of Criminal Investigation 
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension 
Police Scientific Laboratory 
Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation 
In 16 states (Arkansas, Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana, 
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New 
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin) 
the crime bureau is operated by either the state police or state 
patrol. A department of public safety (which has othei functions 
besides the operation of the crime bureau) is charged with operating 
the crime bureaus in Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Mississippi, Oklahoma, 
South Carolina, Tennessee. Texas, Utah, Vermont, and West Virginia. 
Five states {Alabama, California, Kansas, Minnesota, and North 
Carolina) have crime bureaus which are patterned after the Federal 
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Bureau of Investigation. The bureaus in the first four of these states 
have original jurisdiction in all cases if they wish to exercise this 
jurisdiction, and the bureau in North Carolina has original jurisdiction 
in all narcotics violations. The other states have established various 
agencies to function as crime bureaus, The Florida bureau is known as 
the Florida Sheriffs' Bureau; the Montana and North Dakota bureaus 
are a part of the penitentiary; and in Ohio, the bureau is a part 
of the Department of Mental Hygiene and Corrections. 
Several states have established more than one agency to 
perform the functions of a crime bureau. For example, Alabama has a 
crime bureau operated by the Division of Public Safety and a central 
crime laboratory operated by the Department of Toxicology and 
Criminal Investigations. Rhode Island has four such agencies: 1) A 
bureau of identification under the attorney general; 2) A bureau 
of identification in the state police headquarters; 3) A toxicology 
lab operated by the department of health, and; 4) A complete 
scientific laboratory operated jointly by the University of Rhode 
Island and the attorney general. 
Types of Crime Bureaus 
There is a great deal of variation in the type and purpose 
of crime bureaus in the reporting states. However, the replies which 
have been received indicate that there are three basic services which 
are performed by state-operated crime bureaus. These services are: 
1) to serve as a criminal identification clearing house for state and 
local law enforcement personnel; 2) to provide special laboratory and 
technical services to state and local law authorities; and 3) to make 
state investigators available to assist local police in their criminal 
investigations. All state crime bureaus perform at least one of the 
above services. Fourteen states indicated that their crime bureaus 
provide two of these services, and 15 states reported that their 
crime bureaus provide all three services. 
The most common services provided by state crime bureaus 
are those related to the laboratory. Thirty-one states provide 
laboratory and technical services to all local law enforcement 
agencies. Twenty-seven states provide a central clearing house 
criminal identification. Nineteen states indicated that they made 
state agents or investigators available to local police officials for 
assistance in criminal investigations. 
The primary function served by the crime bureau varies 
greatly from state to state and a detailed analysis is impossible from 
the information in the replies. However, a few general observations 
can be made. The bureaus which are operated by the state police 
generally have facilities for criminal identification and laboratory 
analysis. As a rule, these bureaus do not provide investigative 
assistance to local police officials. The reason for this is that the 
state police have general police jurisdiction throughout the state 
anyway, and use their field patrolmen or troopers to make all criminal 
inveitigations. The crime bureau is used only as a staff agency, 
although local police also use their facilities. 
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Most of the bureaus which provide investigative assistance 
to local law enforcement authorities are under the jurisdiction of 
the attorney general or department of justice. These bureaus usually 
do a great deal of investigative work for both the state attorney 
general and local law enforcement agencies and operate much in the 
same way as the Federal Bureau of Investigation. These bureaus not 
only provide trained agents and investigators upon request by local 
law officials, but in most cases have established fingerprint and 
photograph records for criminal identification as well as laboratory 
facilities. 
Jurisdiction 
It appears that there are only three states which have not 
vested their crime bureaus with police and investigative power. All 
the other states reporting indicate that the personnel in their crime 
bureaus have police and investigative authority throughout the state. 
Louisiana states that their criminal laboratory personnel do not have 
investigative powers, even though the laboratory is operated by the 
state police. Ohio's bureau does not have police powers and functions 
only as an assisting agency. In Wisconsin, employees of the state 
crime laboratory are prohibited by law from possessing police powers, 
although they do have investigative authority. 
Exercise of Investigative Powers 
In all the reporting states which have crime bureaus with 
investigative power, investigations can be undertaken in one of two 
ways: 1) the crime bureau may be ordered to investigate a matter by 
the governor, attorney general, the bureau director or, in some 
cases, by state judges; 2) the crime bureau may send investigative 
personnel to assist local law enforcement agencies upon request by the 
local police officer in charge and upon approval by the crime bureau 
director. Almost all of the reporting states indicate that it is not 
their policy to investigate within local governmental boundaries 
unless requested to do so by the proper local authorities. 
Financing 
Most of the states indicated that their crime bureaus are 
financed by appropriations from the general fund. The Arkansas state 
police and its crime bureau are financed by money derived from the sale 
of driver's licenses. The Missouri crime laboratory, operated by the 
state highway patrol, derives 90 per cent of its revenue from state 
highway funds and 10 per cent from general revenue funds. The Oregon 
crime detection laboratory is financed partly by fixed charges for 
certain examinations performed for local law enforcement agencies. 
The Vermont crime bureau and laboratory is financed equally from the 
general fund and the highway fund. Crime bureau budgets and per 
capita operating costs for selected states are shown in the following 
table: 
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( '57-'58) ( '57- '58) ( '60-' 61) ( '60- '61) 
State Budget Per Capita Cost Budget Per Capita Cost 
Alabama N .A. N.A. $ 164,000 $.050 
California $1,447,567 $.108 2,376,359 .151 
Florida N .A. N.A. 511,671 .103 
Georgia 125,000 .034 145,118 .037 
Illinois 144,185 .015 N.A. N.A. 
Indiana N.A. N .A. 210,389 .045 
Iowa 162,000 .060 220,000 .079 
Kansas 180,134 .087 287,449 .131 
Louisiana 30,000 .010 24,434 .007 
Maine 85,903 .094 N.A. N.A. 
Maryland N.A. N .A. 235,000 .076 
Massachusetts N.A. N .A. 37,897 .007 
Michigan 27,000 .004 49,850 .006 
Minnesota 210,000 .065 247,500 .072 
Missouri 100,000 .024 249,649 .057 
New Jersey 430,000 .079 475,380 .078 
New York N.A. N.A. 300,000 .018 
North Carolina 305,345 .071 332,326 .072 
North Dakota 19,000 .029 22,962 .-036 
Ohio 196,781 .022 272,468 .028 
Oklahoma 320,000 .143 N.A. N.A. 
Oregon 80,130a .046 44,035 .025 
South Dakota 90,040 .129 N .A. N.A. 
Tennessee N.A. N.A. 188,390 .052 
Texas N.A. N.A. 394,000 .041 
Utah 16,750 .020 N.A. N.A. 
Vermont 15,000 .041 66,068 .169 
Washington 97,000 .037 N.A. N.A. 
Wisconsin · 134,943 .036 N.A. N.A. 
a • Biennial appropriation. 
The 1960-61 annual budgets varied from a high of $2,376,359 
in California to a low of $22,962 in North Dakota. The per capita 
cost ranged from $.006 in Michigan to $.169 in Vermont. The median 
budget amount is $235,000 (Maryland) and the median per capita cost 
is $.051. 
Services Provided 
As previously stated, there are three basic types of crime 
bureau services which are extended to local police and law enforcement 
units: 1) criminal identification; 2) laboratory and technical 
services; 3) investigative assistance. The criminal identification 
service requires that a crime bureau keep a record of fingerprints and 
photographs. This service is probably the most frequently used by local 
law enforcement agencies. 
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Various laboratory analyses and technical services are also 
made available to local police authorities. The number and nature 
of these services vary greatly from state to state. The following is 






Chemical Analyses (of many different types) 
Document Examination 
Polygraph and Lie Detector Services 
The investigative services which most crime bureaus make 
available consist primarily of the "loan'' of a state agent or 
investigator to assist local police officials in their criminal 
investigations. In most states, a crime bureau will render investi-
gative assistance only where felonies have been committed. Some states, 
such as California and Oklahoma, use a centralized system of 
investigative assistance. Under this method, the investigators are 
loaned out by the state bureau headquarters after a local request 
for assistance has been received. A few states use a decentralized 
system. South Dakota, for example, has established eight investigative 
districts with a state agent in each. The agent himself determines 
the priority of local assistance requests. He is equipped with a car 
and special laboratory equipment for his criminal investigation work. 
Personnel 
Requirements for crime bureau personnel are high in all 
states; consequently, salaries are also relatively high. This is 
particularly true of laboratory technicians, since considerable 
education and training are required to perform the highly specialized 
laboratory work. The investigative personnel of most crime bureaus 
are usually people with broad police backgrounds. It is particularly 
noteworthy that the reporting states placed a great deal of importance 
on the qualifications of the director of such an agency. Most replies 
emphasized that the director should have technical knowledge as well 
as a sound police background. 
Success of Central Crime Bureaus 
Each state clearly indicated that its crime bureau had 
been highly successful and reported that local law enforcement agencies 
made considerable use of the available services. But it should be 
pointed out that most of the replies were written by crime bureau 
personnel, who naturally regard their work as important and consider 
their agency successful. From the available information, however, it 
can be reported that, since the inception of each state crime bureau, 
the services and budget of each agency have greatly increased. 
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POLICE TRAINING PROGRAMS 
Very closely related to the establishment of a central 
crime bureau and laboratory are proposals for a state police academy, 
which would provide pre-service and in-service training for .all law 
enforcement officers within the state. In the past, efforts at 
improving law enforcement in the state have been directed primarily 
at the creation of a central crime bureau; police training was con-
sidered important but secondary. At the present time, however, police 
training has been considered by many to be the foremost need and to be 
of at least equal importance by others. The recent Denver police 
scandal and metropolitan area law enforcement problems have caused 
attention to be focused on the adequacy of training received by law 
enforcement officers and has led to increased emphasis being placed on 
adequate training as a means of improving law enforcement throughout 
the state. 
Law Enforcement Training Now Provided in Colorado 
Present training programs for law enforcement officials in 
Colorado are limited to: l} pre-service and in-service training pro-
gram of the Colorado State Patrol; 2} Denver police department's 
pre-service training p~ogram for recruits; 3} pre-service police 
training programs in Colorado Springs and Pueblo; 4} the annual 
two-week crime institute in Boulder for all law enforcement officials; 
5} occasional three and four-day short courses conducted in various 
areas of the state under the auspices of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation; and 6} occasional short courses of specific instruction 
conducted by law enforcement officials who are state certified 
vocational instructors. 
Colorado Highway Patrol. The Colorado State Patrol operates 
an annual six-week training school for new patrolmen. The course of 
instruction covers all phases of motor vehicle law enforcement such 
as accident investigation, motor vehicle laws, laws of arrest, first 
aid, interrogation, nature and causes of accidents, and report 
writing. Instruction is carried out primarily by command officers 
on the patrol staff, some of whom have been sent by the patrol to the 
to the Northwestern University Traffic Institute and the F.B.I. National 
Academy for special course work. 
The patrol also has an annual in-service training program, 
which is a week in duration. This program is operated over a several 
week period, and patrol officers are brought in from the field in 
small numbers for a week at a time to avoid interruption with normal 
patrol operations. The present patrol training programs are conducted 
at Lowry Field. Formerly, the patrol used Camp George West for this 
purpose, but this facility proved undesirable because of the bad 
conditions of the buildings and the difficulty in providing adequate 
maintenance. From time to time, the patrol has accepted a small number 
of local law enforcement officers in the training program, but has been 
unable to do this on a larger scale because of time and facility 
limitations. 
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Denver Police Department. The present training program of 
the Denver Police Department is restricted to recruit training. 
Recruits who have passed all preliminary written, oral, and physical 
examinations and have been sworn in,attend the pre-service training 
school for six weeks. After completing the course they are placed 
on duty on a probationary status for six months. Prior to the 
completion of the six-month probationary period, these recruits have 
one to two weeks of further training. Upon successful completion of 
the training program and the probationary period, they are commissioned 
as fourth-grade patrolmen. 
This pre-service training program is conducted at the 
recreation center at 20th and Curtis, in Denver, where the second 
floor is set aside for this purpose. The recruits also have limited 
access to the gymnasium facilities and the swimming pool located at 
the center. Recent classes have been small, the last two consisting 
of 26 and 16 men respectively. No outside law enforcement officials 
have applied or have been accepted for participation in this program. 
At one time, the Denver Police Department had an in-service 
training program for command personnel. Three one-week courses were 
held annually for command personnel on criminology and the sociological 
aspects of crime, with instructors provided by the University of 
Colorado, the University Qf Denver, and the Denver Commission on Human 
Relations. This program was in operation from 1947 through 1949. No 
reason has been given as to why this program was abandoned other than 
that, because of a shortage of personnel, the program interfered with 
normal police department operations 
Boulder Crime Institute and F.B.I. Short Courses. Each 
year since 1949 a two-week crime institute has been held in Boulder 
under the auspices of the Boulder police department and staffed 
primarily by F.B.I. agents. The course of instruction is quite broad 
rather than detailed, covering a wide scope of subjects related to 
law enforcement. In connection with the institute, however, a more 
detailed and technical course on fingerprinting and identification is 
also given. The institute is open to law enforcement officials 
throughout the state. 
From time to time at the request of local law enforcement 
officials, the F.B.I. has conducted short courses of three and four 
days' duration. Course instruction is usually provided by F.B.I. agents. 
During the past year, there were three of these short courses given: 
Cortez, Grand Junction, and Southeastern Colorado. Participation in 
these courses is open free of charge to law enforcement officials 
in the area. 
Other. Both Colorado Springs and Pueblo are reported to 
have pre-service training programs for police personnel. Another 
source of po.lice training is provided through the Division of Vocational 
Services, State Department of Education. Eight law enforcement 
officials (five of them from Denver) have been certified as instructors 
by the State Board for Vocational Education. From time to time, local 
police officials request the assistance of the Division of Vocational 
Services in holding a short police training program. The division 
assists them in several ways: 1) by contacting its certified 
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instructors to see who will be available; 2) by arranging to hold 
the program in a local school; and 3) by underwriting 40 per cent of 
the program cost. 
Proposals for Increased Training for Colorado Law Enforcement Officers 
There have been four recent proposals for providing 
increased training for Colorado law enforcement officers: Governor 
McNichols has proposed a state police academy to be used by the state 
patrol and local law enforcement officers; John P. Kenney, police 
expert hired by the Denver city council to study the Denver police 
department, has recommended a Denver police academy,which would be 
available to other law enforcement officers; the Colorado State Patrol 
has plans for a new patrol academy facility,which would also be 
available, at least on a limited basis, to local law enforcement 
officials; and House Bill 255 (1961) authorized the director of the 
crime bureau to establish a training program for all law enforcement 
officers· in the state. 
Governor McNichol's Proposal. Governor McNichols told the 
Criminal Code Committee that he strongly favored the building of a 
state police academy, which could be used by the Colorado State Patrol 
and all local law enforcement officials. He has proposed that the 
academy be located at 'Buckley Field and combined insofar as possible 
with proposed facilities for national guard training. It was the 
governor's opinion that construction of the police academy could be 
financed through the sale of state property located at 300 Logan Street 
in Denver and Camp George West.l 
He proposed that the facilities of the academy be made 
available to all communities on a pay-as-you-go or tuition basis. 
While there are no definite plans developed as yet for the proposed 
academy, Governor McNichols said the facilities should include: 
administrative offices; eating and sleeping quarters; classrooms; 
pistol range; and space for the central crime bureau.2 It was the 
governor's recommendation that the operation of the academy be placed 
directly under his office rather than a specific state ~gency such as 
the office of the attorney general or the state patrol. He stressed 
the need for the academy to provide in-service training for all police 
personnel, including those on a supervisory level, as well as initial 
training. President Quig Newton, University of Colorado, is working 
with the governor's office in developing curriculum requirements. 
He stated that the academy must be the finest of its kind in the 
country and felt that it would do much to improve law enforcement 
in the state, provide a reservoir of trained police officers, and help 
to erase the unfavorable image of law enforcement caused by recent 
troubles in Denver and the metropolitan area. 4 
1. Colorado Legislative Council Criminal Code Committee, Minutes of 






The State Patrol Planning Committee stated the following 
reasons for the recommendation that immediate steps be taken to 
establish an academy:9 
a. The need for a much more comprehensive 
training program for all members of the 
Colorado State Patrol; 
b. Utilization of the training received by 
members of this department who have 
attended the Traffic Institute of 
Northwestern University, the F.B.I.'s 
National Police Academy, or other 
specialized courses and training 
schools; 
c. The increasing need for a year around 
training program whereby a smaller 
number of officers could receive much 
more comprehensive training with greater 
emphasis on the needs of the individual 
and his problems; as well as one which 
would reduce the number of officers who 
would be taken off of the roads at any 
one time during the year; 
d. The pressing need for modern methods, 
facilities, and equipment to instill 
a greater respect and more interest in 
the State 1Patrol among its members, and 
in the eyes of the general public; and 
in addition, provide more efficient and 
productive instruction to the state's 
peace officers, and improved service 
to the citizens of Colorado. 
e. The need for more modern training 
procedures in this department and an 
exchange of ide~s and information with 
like academys LsicJ in other states which 
would lead, ultimately, to uniform law 
enforcement throughout the United States; 
f. That the increase in traffic and the 
need for more officers will increase 
the need for an academy with each 
succeeding year. 
g. That the facilities of such an academy 
.would be available to other state, 
county, and local agencies as scheduling, 
funds, and other facilities would permit. 
Special courses would be made available 
9. Ibid, pp. 41-42. 
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~ training program would be housed at the crime bureau and would be 
one of its many enumerated functions. The report of the State Patrol 
Planning Committee makes no mention of a central crime laboratory and 
identification bureau, other than to state that further study is bein~
2 given to this subject and its ultimate conclusion in long term plans. 
Under the proposal for a Denver police academy, training 
and facilities would be made available to other law enforcement 
officials as program expansion would allow, with first priority given 
to law officers in the metropolitan area. 
The Denver crime laboratory and identification bureau is 
not mentioned in this proposal, so it may be assumed that it would 
continue to operate as at present. 
Relationship Between Training and Crime Bureau, It appears 
to be logical, as far as location is concerned, to house a crime 
bureau on the same site as a training facility or academy. The 
development of an effective interrelationship between the two, however, 
would depend on many factors. Highly skilled chemists and other 
specialists are needed for effective laboratory and identification 
bureau operation. There is some question as to whether bureau 
personnel under normal circumstances would be able to provide much 
instruction without hampering bureau operations. Further, it would be 
difficult to teach laboratory and technical skills in any depth during 
a short course, although it would be desirable to acquaint local law 
enforcement officers with these processes through a broad survey 
approach. 
Becaus~ of these considerations, it might prove more 
desirable to operate the crime bureau and the training program as 
independent entities, even though located in the same place and under 
the same state official, such as the governor or attorney general. It 
also might not prove practical to subordinate training functions to 
crime bureau operation by making training the responsi~ility of the 
crime bureau director, unless there is a specific statutory provision 
for a separate training division. 
The practice in other states generally confirms these 
observations. In those states where both the bureaus and training 
programs are under the auspices of the state police, these functions 
are separate. A notable example i~ Pennsylvania~ which recently 
established a new police academy.13 In those states where training 
is a responsibility of the crime bureau, there may be a separate 
training section as in Ohio,or contractual agreements may be made 
with universities or other agencies to provide training as in Florida. 
Vocational and Academic Training. In any discussion of 
law enforcement training programs, the distinction should be made 
between vocational and academic training, although there is an area 
of overlapping between the two. Most of the instruction provided in 
12. Colorado State Patrol Planning Committee Preliminary Report, 
op.cit. p.3. 
13. See the following section for a more detailed discussion of police 
training in selected states. 
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pre~service and in-service training courses is vocational in nature, 
with emphasis on the practical aspects of police functions. These 
courses are designed to provide the recruit with a background which 
will be useful on the job and enable the more experienced officer to 
improve his performance. 
Academic police administration and science training is 
usually thought of as being provided through a four-year college 
course. Courses in police science administration, and related subjects 
(such·as probation and parole, corrections, and criminal law) are taken 
in addition to the regular academic requirements for graduation. 
While actual field work is usually included in the curricula, 
there is ~onsiderable emphasis on theory. Often it is 
also possible to take graduate work leading to an advanced degree. 
Depending on the area of specialization, graduates of these programs 
may find employment in laboratories and identification bureaus, 
correctional systems, or probation and parole. If they do begin 
their careers as regular police recruits, their academic training 
usually assures advancement to high command levels, if their on-the-
job performance merits it. 
In a well-balanced police academy program, there is usually 
some emphasis placed on academic training, particularly in in-service 
and command officer courses. In many states, arrangements are made 
with universities and colleges to provide instructors for in-service 
training courses with emphasis on theory, history, administrative 
techniques,· and the sociological and psychological aspects of crime 
and crime control. Some universities and the F.B.I. National Academy 
offer'special courses of six moriths to one year in duration; law 
enforcement agencies often send one,:or more selected officers to 
attend these classes. Upon completion of these courses, these officers 
may eith~r be advanced to more technical or skilled positions, or they 
may serve as instructors in the local police academy training program. 
All of these methods of training are designed to develop 
professional skills and promote professional competence throughout an 
entire law enforcement agency, insofar as possible. 
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Law Enforcement Training Programs in Selected States 
The vocational and academic programs covered in this section 
were selected to illustrate some of the different approaches to law 
enforcement training and are not intended to be all inclusive. 
Vocational Training 
Pennsylvania. The new Pennsylvania State Police Academy 
at Hershey was completed in June,1960,at a cost of $1.51iillion. Following is a description of the academy's facilities: 
/ 
A two-story dormitory wing provides living 
quarters for 100 cadets, plus staff personnel, 
two men assigned to each room. Another 
one-story wing features three classrooms 
and a gymnasium. A sound system permits 
broadcasting and intercommunication through-
out the Academy. Other facilities include 
a quartermaster storeroom, library, medical 
office and recreation rooms. 
All rooms and offices are air conditioned. 
Parking facilities are provided for 
approximately 100 cars. 
To the west of the main building there are 
stables for 60 horses in individual stalls, 
saddle and blacksmith shops, tack room and 
feed storage loft. Three fenced corrals 
covering three acres are adjacent to the 
stables. 
A service garage next to the stables affords 
storage and maintenance facilities for 
vehicles. A dismounted drill field of one 
and a half acres is provided for sports, 
calisthenics and drill. There is also a 
complete pistol and rifle range with firing 
points at 15, 25, 50, 75 and 200 yards. 
The recruit training program at the academy consists of 
five months' study of Pennsylvania law, court procedures,and police 
practices, as well as physical conditioning and self-defense and actual 
experience in police techniques. Cadets live at the academy through-
out the training period, following a schedule which begins at 
6:00 a.m. and ends at 10:00 p.m. daily. Recruits are permitted to 
leave the academy only on weekends from noon Saturday until midnight 
Sunday. While at the academy, recruits are paid a salary of $86 
bi-weekly.I~ 
14. Pennsvlvania State Police, Pennsylvania State Police Public 
Information Bulletin No. 1, July 1961, p.16. 
15. Ibid. 
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In addition to state policemen, the academy also trains 
municipal police officers under a separate program established by law 
for Pennsylvania city, borough, and township police departments. All 
authorized municipal police officers may be sent to the academy for 
an eight-week training course. The charge to municipalf6ies sending such officers is $80 per man for the eight-week period. 
The municipal police officers' course is divided into 
separate programs for experienced officers desiring refresher courses 
and for inexperienced officers who are sent to the academy for basic 
training. The academy is also utilized regularly for refresher 
courses for experienced $tate police officers and for seminars in 
special police subjects.17 
Ohio. The Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and 
Investigation has a separate police traininQ section. Following is 
a description of the Ohio training program: 18 
Each spring the academy conducts a 
fingerprint classification and identification 
school of three week duration. The training 
is for officers whose respective departments 
are maintaining or planning to operate 
identification bureaus of their own. Another 
school on scientific criminal investigation 
is conducted each fall. This school, of three 
weeks duration, is to acquaint police and 
sheriff's officers with the work of locating 
latent prints at the scenes of crimes, 
preservation of evidence, fingerprinting 
suspects, questioned document examination, 
the use of the lie detector or polygraph in 
criminal investigation, the investigation 
of safe burglaries and assaults, the courts 
of Ohio, preparation of police reports, making 
of plaster casts and study of glass fractures, 
the law of arrest, the law of evidence and 
the law of search and seizure, how to use 
the bureau's criminal identification labora-
tory, homicide investigations and preserving 
evidence in such investigations, police 
firearms and firearms identification, effective 
court appearance and how to testify and basic 
functions of a modern police department. 
BCI LBureau of Criminal Investigatio.nl 
training schools were inaugurated in 1947, and 
to date more than 975 law enforcement officers, 
including police and sheriff's officers, have 
been graduated. This number is exclusive of 
16. Ibid. p.18. 
17. Ibid. 
18. Annual Report, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and 
Investigation, Fiscal Year 1960-61, unpaged. 
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the out-of-state officers, West Virginia, 
Pennsylvania, Michigan and Indiana, who 
have also graduated from these schools. 
Students from foreign lands, who have 
completed special training by the bureau 
staff, have included officers from 
Indonesia, Iran, Tunisia, San Salvadore, 
Thailand and Phillipine Islands and Greece, 
etc. Foreign officers who have received 
training in the bureau were assigned by the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police, 
Washington, D.C. 
The bureau schools are free to all law 
enforcement officers. In addition to 
the spring and fall schools, officers 
may be assigned to the bureau for special 
training sessions. 
There has been a great deal of progress 
made in the training courses. Specialized 
courses in photography and bogus check 
identifications have been instigated with 
great success. An Identi-Kit school on 
construction of face features was 
conducted with great success as was a 
specialized course for military personnel 
in investigative techniques. Many evening 
and one day training sessions were given 
throughout Ohio. 
Florida. The Florida Sheriffs' Bureau, which serves as 
the central crime bureau and law enforcement agency in that state, 
is also charged with responsibility by statute for contracting for 
the establishment of training programs and for a£Qroving those law 
enforcement officers selected for such training:~ 
The bureau either by contract or agreement 
may authorize any state university in 
Florida or any other organization to 
provide training for peace officers, which 
training shall embrace police techniques 
in detecting crime, apprehending criminals, 
securing and preserving evidence. All law 
enforcement officers selected by the various 
law enforcement agencies, if their selection 
is approved by the bureau, shall receive 
such training free with the exception of 
actual cost of housing and meals. 
Kansas. An annual six-day peace officers training program 
is held on the campus of the University of Kansas under the joint 
auspices·of the Kansas Peace Officers' Association and the universit~'s 
Government~! Research Center. This program is financed by an annual 
19. 30.42 Florida Statutes of 1957. 
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legislative appropriation. Approximately 160 sheriffs and local 
police officers attend the training school, including a few from the 
neighboring states of Missouri, Nebraska, and Oklahoma.20 The only 
expense for trainees is payment for room and board. Topics covered 
in the 1959 program included among others: firearms instruction, 
polygraph demonstration, investigation of sex crimes, civil defense, 
law of evidence, alcoholic beverage control, report writing, 
techniques of accident investigation, and principles of identification. 21 
The curriculum also included a special two-day session for sheriffs. 
The instructors are state police officers, city police officials, state 
agency officials, and university staff members. 
Training Programs in Other States for Local Law Enforcement 
Officers. In several states, the attorney general's office has an 
annual conference for sheriffs a~~ prosecuting attorneys to teach the 
latest methods of investigation. In Iowa both the sheriffs' 
association and the polic~ officers' association hold regular schools 
for local peace officers. 3 The Rhode Island state police conducts a 
course for local law enforcement officers as does the Texas Department 
of Public Safety, which has the responsibility for all state law 
enforcement activities, including the crime bureau and laboratory. In 
addition to the University of Kansas, the state universities of Iowa, 
Illinois, and Indiana organize and conduct police officer training 
programs.24 Usually these institutions cooperate with the state 
police department or department of public safety in providing 
instructors and equipment. 
I 
Academic Programs 
Degree programs in police science, administration, and 
related subjects are ·now offered by several universities and colleges. 
Notable among these are Indiana University, Michigan State University, 
Washington State College, and Wichita (Kansas) University. 
Michigan State University. One of the best known and highly 
regarded of these academic programs is the one at Michigan State 
University. The School of Police Administration and Public Safety 
provides preparation for career service in several kinds of police 
work and related fields. Supported by a broad education, training is 
given to develop professional competence in the fields of: law 
enforcement administration, police science, the prevention and control 
of delinquency and crime, correctional administration, indus;$ial 
security administration, and highway traffic administration. 
20. Thirteenth Annual Peace Officers Training School, Special Report 
No. 97, Governmental Research Center, University of Kansas, 
February, 1960. 
21. Ibid. 
22. Training of Law Enforcement Officers in the Various States, Research 
Memora~dum No. l, Arkansas Legislative Council, 1956,p.9. 
23. Ibid. 
24. Ibid.,p.12. 
25. Michigan State University Catalog, 1958-1959, pp.131-132. 
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The program is offered in cooperation with the law 
enforcement, correctional administration, and private organizations 
in Michigan. A two-term field service training program is required 
of all students majoring in police science or a related field. This 
field training is arranged to meet the needs of each student~ major 
field of interest and is conducted in cooperation with law enforcement, 
correctional, and highway traffic agencies in the state.26 In 
addition to the undergraduate program, graduate courses are offered 
leading to an advanced degree. 
Some of the courses offered by the School of Police 
Administration and Public Safety include: police patrol administra-
tion, criminal investigation, police science laboratory, special 
problems in police administration, police and court traffic 
administration, the prevention and control of delinquency and crime, 
probation and parole administration, criminal law and evidence, and 





First Regular Session 
Forty-third General Assembly 
STATE OF COLORADO 
By Representatives Mackie, O'Donnell 
and Johns 
HOUSE BILL NO. 255 
State Affairs 
A Bill for an Act 
1 CREATING A STATE BUREAU OF CRIMINAL IDENTIFICATION AND 
2 LABORATORY AND PRESCRIBING POWERS AND DUTIES 
:J THEREOF. 
1 Be It Enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado: 
6 Section 1. State bureau of criminal identification and laboratory. 
6 There is hereby created a department of the state government which shall 
17 be known and designated as the "state bureau of criminal identification 
R and laboratory", which bureau is hereby placed under the jurisdiction of 
O the attorney general. 
10 Section 2. Definitions. As used in this article, the following words or 
11 terms shall mean: 
12 (1) "Attorney general" shall mean the attorney general of the state 
13 of Colorado. 
~A: (2) "Director" shall mean the executive and administrative head of 
:i:: the said state bureau of criminal identification and laboratory. 
1~ (3) "Technician" shall mean any employee of the state bureau of 
17 criminal identification and laboratory especially skilled in one or more 
1'8 special branches of crime detection and identification. 
19 (4) "Bureau" shall mean the state bureau of criminal identification 
Capital letters indicate new material to be added to existing statute. 











Section 3. Director-appointment. Subject to the provisions of article 
XII, section 13 of the constitution of the state of Colorado, the attorney gen-
eral shall appoint a director. 
Section 4. Duties of the director. The director shall be the executive 
head and administrative officer of the bureau. He shall supervise and direct 
the administration and all activities of the bureau. The director shall estab-
lish a state bureau of criminal identification and laboratory and shall em-














of the work of the bureau, subject to the provisions of article XII, section 
13 of the constitution of the state of Colorado. The director shall, subject 
to the written approval of the attorney general, prescribe rules and regula-
tions, not inconsistent with law, for the government of the bureau, the con-
duct of its employees, the distribution and performance of its duties, and 
the custody, use, and preservation of the records, papers, documents, and 
property pertaining thereto, and authorize the inception and operation of 
such scientific studies, record systems, training, and laboratory facilities as 
may be deemed necessary. 
Section 5. Deputy director-appointment. Subject to the provisions 
of article XII, section 13 of the constitution of the state of Colorado, a deputy 
director shall be appointed by the director, subject to the approval of the 
attorney general. 
. Section 6. Duties of the deputy director. At the request of the direc-
tor or in his absence or disability, the deputy director shall perform all of 
the duties of the director and when so acting he shall have all of the powers 
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1 of, and be subject to all of the restrictions upon, the director. In addition, 
2 he shall perform such other duties as may from time to time he assigned 
3 to him by the attorney general or the director. 
4 Section 7. l'e1·sonnel appointment. Subject to the provisions of article 
6 XII, section 13 of the constitution of the state of Colorado, the director shall 
6 appoint all technicians and personnel as are necessary to conduct an 
7 efficient bureau, subject to the approval of the attorney general. 







shall procure and file for record: Photographs, outline pictures, descriptions, 
information, fingerprints, measurements, and statistics, pertaining to 
criminal identification and to the commission of crimes that will be of 
assistance to law enforcement within the state of Colorado. 
(2) The bureau shall establish and maintain such laboratory 
facilities as will be consistent with its work. 











police sciences for all law enforcement officers of the state of Colorado. 
Section 9. Who to furnish information. The sheriff, chief of police, 
marshal, and chief law enforcement officer in every county, city, town, 
village, municipality, and local governmental unit within the state of. 
Colorado, and the chief of the Colorado state patrol shall transmit to the 
bureau, as provided in section 11, all information, records, statistics, 
fingerprints, photographs, outline pictures, and other data described in 
section 8 (1), that pertain to their jurisdiction. 
Section 10. Wardens of pen.al institution to report. It is hereby made 
the duty of the warden or keeper of the state penitentiary and such other 
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1 correctional, reformatory, and penal institutions as the state of Colorado 
2 has established or may hereafter establish, to furnish the bureau a photo-
3 graph, description, and fingerprints of all persons received for confinement, 
4 and of all persons released by parole or discharge therefrom. The release 
5 photograph shall be taken immediately prior to such release. 
6 Section 11. Met hod and manner information to be reported. The 
7 officers and officials described in section 9 and section 10, shall furnish 
a the information described in section 8 (1), in such form as will comply 
9 - with the rules and procedures of uniform crime reporting. The reporting 
10 shall be made at or within such times or periods as shall be designated 
1l by the director, and shall be reasonable and compatible with the re-
12 porting facilities available to such officers and officials. 
13 Section 12. Bureau to file identification data furnished by or on 
14 behalf of individuals-restrictions on use of same. The bureau shall 
15 accept and file names, fingerprints, photographs, and other personal identifi-
16 cation data submitted voluntarily by individuals or submitted by parents 
17 on behalf of their children for the purpose of securing a more certain 
18 and easy identification in case of death, injury, loss of memory, or change 
19 of appearance of such person. Any law enforcement agency mentioned in 
20 this act shall, when requested to do so by a citizen of the state of Colo-
21 rado, take without cost to the citizen, at least two sets of fingerprints 
22 of such citizen and forward one copy to the bureau. The fingerprints of 
23 citizens, filed for personal identification, shall not be used for any purpose 
24 other than that specified in this section, except under order of a court 





Section 13. Bureau to furnish information to peace and law enforce-
ment officers. Upon application and subject to provisions of section 12, 
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to the identification and history of any person of whom the bureau has 
a criminal record or any other information: 
(1) To any sheriff's office, police department, or law enforcement 
agency of any county, city, town, village, municipality, or local govern-
mental unit within the state of Colorado, to the Colorado state patrol 
and to any other law enforcement agency of the state of Colorado; or 
(2) To any bureau similar in nature to this bureau in any other 
state or in any jurisdiction of the United States; or 
(3) To the prosecuting attorney of any judicial district of the state 
of Colorado; or 
(4) To any court of record in the state of Colorado; or 
(5) To any coroner's or medical examiner's office of any county of 
the state of Colorado; or 
(6) To any parole or probation department; or 
(7) To any federal law enforcement agency. 
Section 14. Files and records-use restricted. Only employees of the 
bureau and persons specifically authorized by the director shall have 
access to the ftles or records of the bureau. No such ftle or record or 
information shall be disclosed by any employee of the bureau except to 
2a officers and officials as provided in section 13 and exec-pt as may be 
24 deemed necessary by the director in lhe interc:;t of national security or 
2f the safety of the people of the state of Colorado. 



























Section 15. Bureau shall assist and cooperate with local authorities. 
The director shall on written request only of any sheriff, chief police 
officer, or prosecuting attorney of the state of Colorado assist such officer 
or official, in investigating any crime or crimes including the identification, 
apprehension, and prosecution of the perpetrator or perpetrators thereof, 
and for this purpose may detail such employee or employees of the 
bureau for such length of time as the director deems necessary. 
ScctJon 16. Powers of director and employees statewide-limited. 
The director and employees of the bureau shall be vested with the powers 
of peace officers only when required to perform police functions within 
any of the various counties, cities, or judicial districts of the state of 
Colorado. Therefore, the officials described in section 15 may deputize 
or appoint such director or employees of the bureau for such length of 
time as is necessary to perform their duties; but they shall in no wise 
usurp or supersede the powers of the local sheriffs, police, and law en-
forcement officers, and no employee of the bureau shall be require_d to 
perform any police function outside the bureau without the protection, 
defense, or immunities as are provided to safeguard a police officer in 
the performance of official acts. 
SectJon 17. Rewards. No reward offered for the apprehension or 
conviction of any person or for the recovery of any property may be 
accepted by an employee of the bureau. 
. Section 18. Withholding or falsifying information - removal or 
mutilation of records--penalty. Any person who shall wilfully give 









required of him under the provisions of this act, or who shall remove, 
destroy, alter, or mutilate any file or record of the bureau, or who shall 
wilfully violate any provision of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, 
and upon conviction, shall be punished by a flne of not more than three 
hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 
6 ninety days, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 
'j Section 19. Invalidity of sections. If any provision of this act is 
~ held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the other provisions of this 
g . act which can be given effect without the invalid provisions, and to this 
10 end the provisions of this act are declared severable. 
11 Section 20. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, de-
12 termines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preserva-
13 tion of the public peace, health, and safety. 
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